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We propose aREDUCE package giving the second-order differential equation satisfied by the 
family of polynomials p~(x) orthogonal with respect to a weight which is a classical weight 
(Jacobi, Laguerre, Hermite) times an arbitrary pol nomial. 
Introduction 
Following an existence theorem due to Laguerre (Magnus & Ronveaux, 1985), a family of 
polynomials p~(x)=p,,, orthogonal with respect to a positive weight p(x)=p with 
(a < x < b), solution of the first order equation: 
(~p)' = ~p, (1) 
is a solution of a second-order linear homogeneous differential equation of type (y = p.): 
nO. y" + (zO.- crO'.)y' + K. y = 0, (2) 
where e(x) --- a and z(x) --- ~ are given polynomials of arbitrary degree, and O,,(x) and K.(x) 
are also polynomials of fixed degree (independent of n). 
When the weight (call it/3) is the product of a CLASSICAL weight p (Jacobi, Laguerre, 
Hermite) times a polynomial 7z(x) of degree q 
= ~p, (3) 
pj=( l - -x )~( l+x)  #, pL=e-Xx ", pn=e -~ (~,/?>--1), (4) 
with the following a = aj, aL, an: 
e j= l -x  z, eL=x,  ~rH=l, (5) 
and z=%,zL,  zn being given by equation (1), the differential equation for the new 
polynomials p,, orthogonal to ~ in (a, b) reduces now to (Ronveaux, 1987) 
a~zO~pn+[(2a +~zz)O,,-~g@.]p~+(ax | O. (6) 
The two polynomials On(x) and G.(x) are constructed in three steps for each classical 
(J, H, L) polynomials p.: p,, ~ P~.~'a~(x) (Jacobi), p. =/3.~)(x) (Laguerre) and p. = n,,(x) 
(Hermite). 
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Summary of the Algorithm 
(I) The two polynomials Qi =- Ql(x, hi, n, q) and Q2 = Q2(x, hi, n, q) obtained by 
"compression" of a formal sum, using the known recurrence relation between 
classical orthogonal polynomials (Nikiforov & Ouvarov, 1978), are 
n+q 
~. hiPl = Qlp.+Q2p.+i ,  hl-- h,(n, q). (7) 
t=n 
(II) Next, the polynomials Q3 and Q. are built from Q1 and Q2: 
Oa = aQ'~ + (fl*. + x~*.)Q1 - ~"§ ~ ~,,+ i Q2, (8) 
~n+ 1 
, , ~ .+ 1 
Qr = aQ2 +G QI +Q2 (x-f l , ,+l)+ fl*+l + xT* l  . (9) 
L~n + i
an, fin, 7., Ct*, fl* and 7* are given in Nikiforov & Ouvarov (1978). 
(III) The last two polynomials are defined in the following way 
Q5 = Ql( x, Kth~, n, q), Q6 = Q2( x, Kth~, n, q), (10) 
The Kz constant is given in Nikiforov & Ouvarov (1978), ht=h,(Xj, n, q) in all Q~ 
(r= 1, 2 .... .  6) are the coefficients of p~(x) in the CHRISTOFFEL determinant (see 
Chihara, 1978) 
p.G)  ...  p.+~(;ti) 
. . .  ' 
p,,(x) ... p.+,(x) (ll) 
and ~; are the zeros of ~(x) with ~(x) given by 
q 
~z(x) = (A constant) ~ (x-2j). (12) 
The polynomials | and G. are now given by 
and | = Q1Qr (13) 
G. = ~z(QcQ5 - Qa Q6) + a~z'(Q1 Q6 - Q2 Qs). (14) 
Objectives Using REDUCE 
The REDUCE package is organised in the following way in order to fulfil the two 
objectives: construct (9. and G. for any of the three classical families (J, L, H) and arbitrary 
polynomials 7r(x)(~ = ~p). 
(A) The three classes (J, L, H) with their own constants ~ and/~ are characterised by
their own constants and functions 
~.,/~., ~,,, ~.*, fl*, ~*, K., a, ~, p, 
(B) The degree of n(x) and the multiplicities of the roots Xj are fixed arbitrarily. 
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(C) Depending on the uses of the differential equation, we have the following options 
about the output of the result: 
(i) The h~ can stay formal, in which case G., | (and therefore the differential 
equation) are quadratic in the ht (see example in section 6). 
(ii) The h~ can be expressed from the Christoffel determinant, in terms of the P.(2k) 
(and their derivatives in the case of multiple roots). 
Description of the Program 
n+q 
We must compute ~2 h~p~ expressed in terms ofp. and p,,+ r We start with the following 
initialisation scl) = h. p. + h.+l P.+I (h~ formaI) which clearly shows that s C1) depends on p. 
and p,,+ 1. Let us consider the induction step of the algorithm. 
n+k 
Assume s ~k) = ~ hipi expressed in terms of p. and p.+ 1, we have to build 
n+k+I n+k 
s ~k+ll= ~ htpi = ~. h~pi+hn+~+iP.+k+~ =S~k~+h,,§ (15) 
t=ll I=tl 
The last term hn+k+ x Pn+k+l must be expressed in terms of p,, and P.§ this work ig 
nothing more than an application of the classical recurrence relation on orthogonal 
polynomials (Nikiforov & Ouvarov, 1978) 
~,, p..  ~ = (x-/~,,)p,,- ~. p,,_ 1. (16) 
Our algorithm will be (using three intermediate variables tt. t2 and t3 where t t will take 
the value of P,,+k, t2, the value of P.+k+~ and t3 which is temporary): 
tl : ----- Pn; 
t2 :~ P.+I; 
S:= t~ h,,+ tEh~+ l;
for i: = 1 until q do 
begin 
t 3 : = t2; 
1 
t2 := ~[ (x  -/~.+ ~_ ~)tz -~'.+~- i t/l; 
~n+i-1 
t 1 :=  t3; 
s:= s +h.,+it2; 
end 
Qt := coefficient of p. in s; 
Q2:= coefficient of p,,+ a in s; 
Comments 
(A) Q x and Q 2 are, respectively, the coefficients of p. and p. § i in the sum ~ h,. Pe (7) and 
l=n 
Q3 and Q.~ are computed using the two equations (8) and (9). Q5 and Q6 can be computed 
by substitution of h~ by hiK~ in the results Q~ and Qa. This substitution can only be done 
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while the minors in the Christoffel determinant (ht) are kept formal. Since this fact is not 
always necessary, we need to include the computation of Q5 and Q6 using the same 
recurrence relation as for Q1 and Q2 but with h~ replaced by the product ht Ks. 
(B) We were also obliged to build a (very simple) differentiation procedure relatively to 
a single variable with the order of differentiation being passed as formal parameter. (The 
differentiation operator of REDUCE (version 3.2) does not allow variable order of 
differentiation but only fixed order.) 
(C) The next untrivial step was to build the ht from the Christoffel determinant taking 
into account he multiplicity of the roots of the polynomial n(x). Note that this step may 
be called before or after the computation of the three coefficients of the differential 
equation (6). 
(D) We were (a little) disappointed by trying to "explore" the results of the program. As 
our release of REDUCE (3.2) just provides a poor set of elementary tools, the (linear) 
output looks "unreadable". Trying to "digest by hand" all the results of the program with 
the degree of re(x) greater than two will become an endless task. 
Example 
The program was used to solve some situations which are virtually inaccessible by hand 
computation. But in order to save space, we rite only the two functions O, and Gn which 
are the nontrivial quantities in the differential equation. 
n(x)=cZ-x2, p=l  in - l<x<+l  and Ic]>l, 
On = -- [(n + 1)h. + (n + 1)hL2 ] 
+ ~ {x2(4n 2 + 12n + 9) - (2n 2 + 6n + 5)} 
n "1- z 
with 
G. = (n+ 1)(c 2-xz)[n(n+ 1)h. 2 +(n+ 2)(n+ 3)h.~+23 
h.h.+ z 
+ n~-2- ([eZ{x2(4n4+24n3 +53nZ+51n+ 18) 
-(2n 4 + 12n 3 + 25n 2 + 21n + 6)} 
+ x2(2n 4 + 12n a + 41n 2 + 69n + 42)] 
- x4(4n 4 + 24n 3 +'69n 2 + 99n + 54)} 
h.+2 = 2P.(c)P~+I(-c), h. = 2P.+I(c)P.+2(-c), 
P.(x) Legendre polynomials. 
This work was partly supported by the Belgian National Foundation for Scientific Research 
(F.N.R.S.). The authors are also pleased to thank Dr H. Caprasse from the Institute of Physics of 
Universit6 de Li6ge for helpful remarks and comments on this REDUCE package. 
Appendix: the REDUCE Package 
The whole package is available to the interested reader by simple request to the authors. 
This package runs at the present time under REDUCE 3.2 on a VAX 8600. 
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